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Abstract

Collagen cleavage, facilitated by collagenases of the matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) family, is crucial for many physiological and pathological processes such as wound healing, tissue remodeling, cancer invasion and organ morphogenesis. Earlier work has shown that mechanical force alters the cleavage rate of collagen. However, experimental results yielded conflicting data on whether applying force accelerates or slows down the degradation rate. Here we explain these discrepancies and propose a molecular mechanism by which mechanical force might change the rate of collagen cleavage. We find that a type I collagen heterotrimer is unfolded in its equilibrium state and loses its triple helical structure at the cleavage site without applied force, possibly enhancing enzymatic breakdown as each chain is exposed and can directly undergo hydrolysis. Under application of force, the naturally unfolded region refolds into a triple helical structure, potentially protecting the molecule against enzymatic breakdown. In contrast, a type I collagen homotrimer retains a triple helical structure even without applied force, making it more resistant to enzymatic cleavage. In the case of the homotrimer, the application of force may directly lead to molecular unwinding, resulting in a destabilization of the molecule under increased mechanical loading. Our study explains how force may regulate the formation and breakdown of collagenous tissue.
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**Introduction**

Collagen is a triple helical molecule and the most abundant protein in vertebrates, provides mechanical stability, elasticity and strength to organisms [1, 2]. Collagen cleavage is crucial for many biological and pathological processes such as tissue modeling and remodeling, growth, wound healing, cancer invasion and organ morphogenesis [3-5]. Normal physiological remodeling processes involve precisely regulated collagen degradation, where excessive or deficient degradation has been associated with numerous diseases. Accelerated breakdown of collagen has been associated with arthritis, atherosclerotic heart disease, tumor cell invasion, glomerulonephritis, and cell metastasis [6-9]. On the other hand, deficient degradation of collagen has been shown to result in spontaneous abnormal growth plate and increased trabecular bone in mice [10]. Therefore, understanding the mechanism of collagenolysis and how it is possible to modulate its activity is crucial for developing treatments for a variety of diseases.

Collagenases of the matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) family [11] are mammalian proteases involved in the physiological cleavage of collagen. The most prevalent collagenases, including MMP-1, MMP-8 and MMP-13, consist of propeptide, catalytic and hemopexin domains. They play an important role in cleaving collagen in the extracellular matrix, resulting in characteristic ¾- and ¼-fragments. The specific cleavage site is after the 775th residue (a Gly amino acid), in the sequences of G-IA for alpha-1 chain and G-LL for alpha-2 chain. Interestingly, there are several other sites in the collagens that contain the same G-I/L bonds but they are not hydrolyzed. Since the amino acid sequence alone is not sufficient to explain the high specificity of collagen recognition by MMPs [12], the local conformation at the vicinity of the cleavage site might play an important role in providing a recognition signal for MMPs.

Normal type I collagen is a heterotrimer and consists of two alpha-1 chains and one alpha-2 chain. A variation of the natural type I collagen molecule is the type I homotrimer, which consists of three alpha-1 chains, and has been found in fetal tissues [13], fibrotic tissues [14], carcinomas [15], and fetal and cancer cells [15, 16] in human. It is also found in a mouse model of the genetic brittle bone disease, osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), the oim mutation of type I collagen. Experimental studies have shown that the mechanical strength of oim bone and tail tendon is significantly less than that of the normal mice [17, 18].

Previous studies have shown that the type I heterotrimer and homotrimer have distinct degradation behaviors (Figure 1). Type I homotrimers are found to be resistant to all mammalian collagenases [15, 19, 20], with a cleavage rate much slower for homotrimers than for heterotrimers (Figure 1(a)). The MMP resistance of homotrimers may play an important role in homotrimer-related diseases or in early development, during which necessary collagen degradation may be hindered with detrimental results. For example, it has been shown in fibers reconstituted from mouse tail tendon collagen that a minor fraction of homotrimer-based fibers may grow instead of being disassembled during tissue remodeling cycles, which may eventually result in tissue disorganization [20].

Moreover, it has been shown experimentally that mechanical force applied to collagen molecules alters the cleavage rate [21-23]. Notably, conflicting results between homo- and heterotrimer collagen have been reported. Experiments using a single, collagen homotrimer snippet (14 kDa) have shown that mechanical load induces an 81±3-fold increase in the rate of collagen proteolysis (Figure 1(b)) [21]. On the contrary, it has been found that mechanical load stabilizes heterotrimer (arranged in reconstituted fibrils) against enzymatic degradation (Figure 1(c)) [22]. The lower specificities in Figures 1(a-b) can be at least partially explained by the lower reaction temperatures.
Here we provide a possible mechanistic explanation for these discrepancies through a detailed molecular analysis of the mechanics of collagen molecules using a combination of molecular dynamics simulation and mechanochemical experiments.

**Materials and methods**

**Collagen molecule generation**

We use full atomistic simulations to study the structure in the vicinity of the cleavage site of the type I mouse heterotrimer and homotrimer. The real sequences of type I alpha-1 and type I alpha-2 chains of *Mus musculus* (wild type mouse) are used to generate the collagen molecules. The heterotrimer collagen molecule is built of two alpha-1 chains and one alpha-2 chain while the homotrimer collagen molecule is built of three alpha-1 chains. The sequences are adopted from NCBI protein database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein): AAH50014.1 for the alpha-1 chain and NP_031769.2 for the alpha-2 chain. The entire alpha-1 and alpha-2 chains consist of 1014 residues with repeated G-X-Y triplets, excluding the C-terminal and N-terminal sequences. Segments of real sequences with 63 residues long centered at the MMP-1 cleavage site (748th to 810th residues) of alpha-1 and alpha-2 chains are chosen to construct the heterotrimer and homotrimer collagen molecules. The chosen sequences are

**alpha-1:**
GPPGPAGEKGSPGADGPAGSPGTPGQPQGIAQRGVVGPGPQGRIERGFPGLPGLGPS
GEPGKQGPS and

**alpha-2:**
GPPGVGEKGPSGEPTAGATAGPAQPQGLLGAPGILGLPGSRGERGLPGIAGAL
GEPGPLGIS.

Note that “-” indicates the scissile bond (the bond cut by MMP) at the cleavage site (G-IA for alpha-1 chain and G-LL for alpha-2 chain) of MMP-1.

The collagen molecules are created by inputting the sequences of three chains into the software THeBuScr (an interactive triple-helical collagen building script) [24], which enables us to build triple-helical molecules based on any specified amino acid sequence using conformations derived from statistical analyses of high-resolution X-ray crystal structures of triple-helical peptides. To neutralize the terminals, two ends of the heterotrimer and homotrimer are capped by assigning the first residues to ACE, the acetylated N-terminus, and the last residues to CT3, the N-Methylamide C-terminus. The length of the collagen molecule is about 170 Å and is solvated in a periodic water box composed of TIP3 water molecules. Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [25] is used to solvate the molecule and to neutralize the system by adding ions. The final solvated all-atom system contains ≈70,000 atoms, with a periodic box size of 230 Å × 60 Å × 60 Å.

**All-atom modeling and equilibration**

Full atomistic simulations are performed using NAMD [26] and the CHARMM force field [27] that includes parameters for hydroxyproline amino acids [28]. This force field has been broadly validated for a variety of biochemical models of proteins including collagen [29-31]. An energy minimization using a conjugate gradient scheme is performed before molecular dynamics simulations. Rigid bonds are used to constrain hydrogen atoms, thus allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. Nonbonding interactions are computed using a cut-off for neighbor list at 13.5 Å, with a switching function between 10 and 12 Å for van der Waals interactions. The electrostatic interactions are modeled by the particle mesh Ewald summation (PME) method. After energy minimization, the collagen molecule is fixed and the system is simulated with *NPT* at a constant temperature of 310 K and 1.013 bar pressure.
to reach an equilibrium box size with water molecules. Thermal fluctuations are thought to play an important role in the cleavage site of collagen molecule [32]. To ensure a sufficient exploration on the configurations of collagen molecules, after reaching an equilibrium box size, both heterotrimer and homotrimer are equilibrated with a NVT ensemble at 310 K for 80 ns. During the simulations, the configurations of collagen molecule are recorded every 20 ps, resulting in 4,000 frames (all used in the analyses). The total simulation takes about 12,800 CPU hours for each collagen molecule.

In silico mechanical testing

In order to examine the effects of applied force on the structural changes of heterotrimer and homotrimer collagen and to explore how force affects the MMP cleavage, we use steered molecular dynamics to apply a constant 100 pN force to each chain of heterotrimer and homotrimer after 80 ns equilibrium. The Cα atom of the 13th residue (the 5th Gly) of each chain is fixed and a constant force is applied at the Cα atom of the 49th residue (the 17th Gly) of each chain. With the constant force applied, the simulations of heterotrimer and homotrimer are performed for 25 ns. During the simulation the configurations of collagen molecule are recorded every 20 ps.

Analysis of molecular structures

We focus the structural analyses on the cleavage site, i.e. the 18 residues at the center of the collagen molecules used in our simulations. The unit heights and radii are calculated every 0.02 ns and an averaged of the data from 60 ns to 80 ns are taken to study the structural behavior of heterotrimer and homotrimer without applying force. For the analyses of the structural behavior of heterotrimer and homotrimer with applying force, an average of the data from 15 ns to 25 ns with force is used. We use the same method as in our previous work [33] to calculate the unit heights and radii. The length of the cleavage site under applying force is calculated by summing the unit heights from the 5th height to 16th height.

Analysis of H-bonds at the cleavage site

Averaged N-O distances for heterotrimer and homotrimer with and without force at the cleavage site are calculated to study the H-bond forming. We calculate the distance from N of Gly residue to O of the residue at the X position of (GXY)ₙ triplets. The bond distances with and without force are calculated by averaging from 60 ns to 80 ns for NVT simulation and from 15 ns to 25 ns for steered molecular dynamics simulation respectively. There are three H-bonds can be formed at the Gly at the scissible bonds: from Gly at chain A to X position at chain B, from Gly at chain B to X position at chain C and from Gly at chain C to X position at chain A. If the N-O distance is smaller than 0.4 nm, it is assumed that there exists an H-bond. The life time of an H-bond is calculated by the ratio of the time an H-bond exists to the total time of observation. We calculate the life time of H-bond with and without force by observing from 60 ns to 80 ns for NVT simulation and from 15 ns to 25 ns for steered molecular dynamics simulation respectively.

Experimental mechanochemical testing of native collagen fibrils

Experiments are performed for comparison with theoretical findings. Individual, native type I collagen fibrils were isolated from bovine sclera and attached to force-calibrated glass micro-needles as previously described [34]. Briefly, scleral tissue was washed in 2M NaCl, mechanically separated using a blender (Chefmate), then dialyzed to remove NaCl. Individual fibrils were removed from solution using glass micro-needles controlled by micromanipulators, then affixed to force-calibrated micro-needle tips using epoxy (DP100, 3M). Each suspended fibril was washed in 2M NaCl, then 1X Tris Buffer (0.05M Tris, 0.2M NaCl, 5mM CaCl₂). Mechanical testing was performed on each fibril prior to enzymatic
testing to establish a baseline for mechanical properties. Fibrils were adjusted to zero-load (slack), low-load (0.7pN/monomer), or high-load (70pN/monomer) then exposed to activated MMP-8, 0.665 μM in tris-buffer, and maintained at 37°C for four hours (n=1 for each load). Additional mechanical testing was performed at intervals to determine the enzyme-induced loss in mechanical integrity, and the stiffness-degradation rate was converted to a radial degradation rate. Molecular cleavage rates were calculated using axial symmetry to simplify fibril degradation to 1-D erosion and dividing radial rates by the intermolecular spacing of collagen in fibrils, 1.6 nm [35]. The ratio $k_{\text{cat}}/K_m$ is calculated from radial degradation rates using the solution to the reaction-diffusion equations governing insoluble collagen degradation in cases of low enzyme and substrate [36] (see Supporting Material).

Results and discussion

We find that the heterotrimer is thermally unfolded locally in the vicinity of the cleavage site at body temperature. In contrast, the homotrimer is thermally more stable and retains the triple helical structure characteristic of collagen molecules, suggesting stark differences in the structure of hetero-versus homotrimer molecules (Figure 2). Further quantitative geometric analysis supports this notion. Specifically, the unit heights and radii in the vicinity of the cleavage sites of the heterotrimer and homotrimer are shown in Figure 3. Comparing to a statistical analysis of high-resolution X-ray crystal structures of triple-helical peptides [37] (a study which reports that the unit height of the triple helical structure of collagen molecule is around 9 Å and the radius is about 2 Å), we find that the structure of the homotrimer in the vicinity of cleavage site is a rather stable triple-helical structure (Figure 2). However, decreased unit heights and increased radii are found in the vicinity of the cleavage site of the heterotrimer (Figure 3), supporting the visual analysis of the two structures. Notably, a large radius, each chain is separated and exposed (5.7 ± 0.4 Å, is found at the scissile bond of the heterotrimer, indicating that Figure 2) and may play a role in the recognition of MMPs.

Next we explore the response of the molecular structures to the application of mechanical force. We find that the heterotrimer and homotrimer also show very different mechanical behaviors, as revealed in Figure 4. A detailed analysis of the strain distribution along the twisting axis of the homotrimer reveals that it features a uniform strain distribution with a total strain close to 0.03 (Figure 4(c)). By assuming the diameter of collagen molecule is 15 Å, we obtain a 5.7 GPa Young's modulus, which is within reasonable bounds established in earlier studies [38, 39] and suggests that the strain is entirely elastic strain. In contrast, for the heterotrimer, elastic strains similar to the homotrimer are only found at the regions outside of the vicinity of the cleavage site. Interestingly, large strains beyond the elastic strains are found highly localized in the vicinity of the cleavage site. Indeed, the maximum local strain is about 0.7 found at the scissile bond, which results in a small, 0.24 GPa, local Young's modulus indicating the applying force not only induces elastic strain but also stretches the collagen by reducing the entropy of the unfolded region.

The time history of the length of the cleavage site (Figure 4(b)) provides further evidence that there are two regimes of stretching for the heterotrimer. This confirms that the applied force contributes to both entropic and energetic strain. In the first regime, the applied force reduces the entropy of the unfolded region and stabilizes the cleavage site by refolding it into the triple helical structure, which explains why a rather large local strain is observed in the vicinity of the cleavage site. In the second regime, the deformation of collagen molecules is in the energetic region, where the applied force induces elastic strain. Remarkably, after just 15 ns of application of force, the heterotrimer and the homotrimer feature the same lengths. This indicates that the applying the force pulls the heterotrimer out.
of the entropic elasticity region (Figure 4(a)). Structural analyses show increases in the unit heights and decreases in the radii in the vicinity of the cleavage site (Figure S2 in Supporting Material), which provides additional direct evidence that applied force stabilizes (i.e., refolds) the cleavage site. This is consistent with experimental studies which show that applied force enhances thermal stability of collagen [40]. It is worth mentioning that although a large force (~100 pN) is applied to speed up the force induced stabilization in our atomistic simulations, we anticipate a low force (~10 pN) within the entropic elastic region would result in the same stabilization mechanism in the heterotrimer since the conformational changes at the cleavage site of the heterotrimer are primarily due to entropic contributions (Figure 4(c)).

An analysis of averaged N-O distances and the H-bond life time in the vicinity of the cleavage site also shows that the heterotrimer thermally unfolded without applying force and that the thermal stability is increased by applying force at the cleavage site (Figure 5). Without applying force, all H-bonds close to the scissile bond are stably formed in the homotrimer, but none of them are formed in the heterotrimer (Figure 5). When force is applied, no significant change is observed in the homotrimer, i.e. the applied force does not alter the life time of stably formed H-bonds. Interestingly, a recovery of H-bonds close to the scissile bond is found in the heterotrimer, providing direct evidence for the stabilizing effect of mechanical force. The simulations show that H-bonds are broken 87% (no force) versus 17% (with force) of the time (Figure 5). Thus, we conclude that the applying force stabilizes the cleavage site of the heterotrimer. Most importantly, the same effect is not found for the homotrimer since it is thermally stable without applying force.

Experimental mechanochemical testing results further support the conclusion that force stabilizes the heterotrimer. MMP-8 degradation rates were extremely low and no fibrils failed completely during degradation experiments. However, evaluation of the reduction in fibril stiffness reveals that enzymatic degradation did occur, and that the degradation rate was modulated by applied tension. The calculated molecular cleavage rates ($k_{\text{cat}}$) were 0.0014, 0.0002, and 0.0000 s$^{-1}$ for applied loads 0 ($n=3$), 0.7 ($n=1$), and 70 ($n=1$) pN/molecule, respectively. These values for $k_{\text{cat}}$ are three orders of magnitude lower than published values for MMP-8 acting on soluble a-telocollagen [41, 42], indicating that the presence of the native non-helical terminal peptides and molecular packing into fibrils drastically reduce the enzymatic susceptibility of type I collagen. Calculated $k_{\text{cat}}/K_m$ values are 4.17, 0.52, and 0.00min$^{-1}$μM$^{-1}$ for zero, low and high loads, respectively. The value of 4.17min$^{-1}$μM$^{-1}$ is in good agreement with published values for $k_{\text{cat}}/K_m$, indicating that while molecular cleavage rate is reduced for fibrillar telo-collagen, the enzyme specificity remains the same. Though $n = 1$ for non-zero loads, the results follow the same pattern found previously using bacterial collagenase (BC)[34], with a small applied load (0.7pN/molecule), corresponding to less than 0.1% strain, drastically reducing the molecular cleavage rate. This finding supports the theory that locally unstable loops must form for collagen cleavage. The low forces required to stabilize collagen molecules indicate the mechanism is an entropic return to triple-helical conformation. Also in agreement with the previous BC investigation, high tensile load significantly reduces molecular cleavage rates.

It is widely accepted that collagen cleavage by MMPs involves three steps [20, 43, 44]: enzyme binding, helix unwinding at the cleavage site and sequential hydrolysis of the chains. However, two different models have been proposed to explain the cleavage mechanism. In the first model, due to the thermal instability of the cleavage site, collagen is thermally unwound locally at the vicinity of the cleavage site before MMPs bind [43]. In the second model, collagen is unwound after MMPs bind to the cleavage site [44]. Without a priori assumption about the effect of MMPs on the local triple helix unwinding, these two models have been integrated into a more general mechanism [20] as shown in Figure S3. By
setting $k_2 = k_{-2} = 0$, the degradation scheme reduces to the first model and by setting $k_3 = k_{-3} = k_4 = k_{-4} = 0$, the scheme reduces to the second model.

An analysis of the cleavage kinetics shown in Figure S3 under steady state assumption shows that the thermal stability, $K_4 = k_4/k_{-4}$, plays a role in the MMP resistance of the homotrimer (see Supporting Material). When $K_4 \ll 1$, the cleavage rate is small and is not sensitive to the thermal stability of the collagen molecule. When thermal stability is low ($K_4 \gg 1$), the collagen is thermally unfolded at a fast rate and the cleavage rate increases and becomes sensitive to the thermal stability. Therefore, the MMP resistance of the homotrimer results from its high thermal stability, which is in good accordance with the experimental results [20].

From the results of mechanical simulations and mechanochemical tests, we see that applied force stabilizes the cleavage site of the heterotrimer, indicating that $K_4$ (heterotrimer, force) $\gg K_4$ (heterotrimer, no force). Because the cleavage rate of the heterotrimer depends on the thermal stability and the increase of thermal stability slows down the cleavage rate (Supporting Material), we postulate that the applying force slows down the rate of thermally unfolding and should also slow down the cleavage rate of the heterotrimer. This suggests a molecular mechanism in which force induces stabilization of collagen and against enzymatic breakdown.

The applied force is less likely to slow down the cleavage rate by the same mechanism for the homotrimer because it is thermally stable without applying force. However, the remaining question is why the force speeds up the cleavage rate of the homotrimer [21]. One possible explanation is that in the homotrimer, force results in homogeneously distributed elastic strain that eventually leads to unfolding of the molecule, suggesting that force leads to destabilization of the molecular structure. This explanation would not affect the fact that applying force slows down the cleavage of the heterotrimer since it primarily follows path I and the degradation rate is mainly governed by the thermal stability.

**Conclusion**

Molecular modelling showed that while the vicinity of the cleavage site of the heterotrimer is thermally unfolded at body temperature, the vicinity of the cleavage site of the homotrimer remains triple helical, as it is thermally stable. We conclude that the higher thermal stability of the homotrimer is also responsible for its greater resistance to MMP degradation in free solution. Moreover, we find that in heterotrimers, the application of force alters the structure of the cleavage domain such that the molecule exhibits enhanced stability and behaves in a manner similar to the homotrimer. Thus, force appears to “switch” the heterotrimer from unstable to stable by analogy. Direct quantitative evidence was found to support this finding, as established by the observation that the molecular radii decreases and that the H-bond lifetime increases, by forming a triple helical geometry at the cleavage site. The reformation of a triple helical structure should protect against enzymatic breakdown if unwinding is necessary for alpha chains to enter the cleavage site on MMPs [3,11]. If, however, thermal fluctuations at the cleavage site make catalysis more difficult, then the applied force with its associated triple helix reformation could accelerate the cleavage rate. Such behavior may have been observed in the work of Adhikari et al. [21], but the nearly 100 fold acceleration in MMP-1 cleavage is difficult to fully explain. In the homotrimer force results in homogeneously distributed elastic strain that likely leads to frank unfolding of the molecule, suggesting that force leads to destabilization of the entire molecular structure.
Complementary experimental mechanochemical tests at the single native fibril level support the finding that applied tension stabilizes the collagen triple helix against enzymatic degradation, and the extreme sensitivity of the mechanism supports the theory that heterotrimer collagen cleavage requires spontaneously formed non-triple-helical loops at the cleavage site. Our study suggests a molecular mechanism by which thermal stability plays a role in the cleavage mechanism and the potential explanation of the force-stabilization results found in experimental studies as well as the distinct behaviours of homo- and heterotrimer collagen. In addition to providing a possible explanation for the seemingly conflicting experimental results reported in earlier papers based on a mechanistic model, we anticipate that our study is crucial for developing new biomaterials that serve as platforms for treatments for a variety of diseases. For example, through tuning the mechanical force, one can precisely regulate collagen degradation. This concept can also find application in tunable collagen-based biomaterials, and may be important to understand the development of tissue.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of the cleavage rates between the heterotrimer and the homotrimer without and with applying forces

(a), Cleavage rates of type I human heterotrimer and homotrimer (data from [20]). The homotrimer is resistant to MMP cleavage (MMP-1, 25°C). (b), Force enhances the cleavage rate of the type I collagen homotrimer (data from [21], MMP-1, Room Temperature). (c), Force slows down the cleavage rate of type I bovine heterotrimer exposed to MMP-8 (data from [22], 37 °C).
Figure 2. Snapshots of collagen molecules for heterotrimer (top) and homotrimer (bottom) with and without force

The vicinity of the cleavage site of the heterotrimer is thermally unfolded while the homotrimer behaves stable triple helical structure, indicating it is thermally stable. The applying force stabilizes the cleavage site of the heterotrimer but does not affect the triple helical structure of the homotrimer.
Figure 3. Structural analyses of the vicinity of cleavage site of a type I mouse heterotrimer and homotrimer collagen molecule without applied force
(a) The unit heights of heterotrimer at the vicinity of the cleavage site. (b) The radii of heterotrimer at the vicinity of the cleavage site. (c) The unit heights of homotrimer at the vicinity of the cleavage site. (d) The radii of homotrimer at the vicinity of the cleavage site. This figure shows that the cleavage site of the homotrimer adopts a stable triple helical structure while the heterotrimer is thermally unfolded at the cleavage site. The radius of the heterotrimer at the cleavage site is three times larger than it of the homotrimer indicating that each chain is exposed.
Figure 4. Changes in the lengths of cleavage site with applying force
(a), The lengths of the cleave site (summation from the 5th height to 16th height) with and without force. (b), The time history of the increase of the length for heterotrimer and homotrimer. (c), The strain of each unit height at the vicinity of cleavage site. This figure shows that force induces both entropic and energetic strain to the heterotrimer but only induces energetic strain to the homotrimer. In the heterotrimer, the applied force reduces the entropy of the unfolded region and stabilizes the cleavage site by refolding it into the triple helical structure. In contrast, the force only induces uniform strain in the homotrimer.
Figure 5. Analyses of the N-O distance at the vicinity of the cleavage site of heterotrimer and homotrimer with and without forces

(a), Average N-O distances for heterotrimer and homotrimer with and without force. The arrow indicates the distance point from N of Gly residue to O of the residue at the X position of (GXY)n triplets. Distances larger than 0.4 nm are marked in red. (b), Bond life time of N-O distance point from the Gly at the scissile bond for heterotrimer. (c), Bond life time for homotrimer. This figure shows that the force increases the H-bond life time of the heterotrimer but does not alter the H-bond life time of the homotrimer at the cleavage site, indicating that the force induces stabilization in the heterotrimer but not in the homotrimer.